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MASS DEPENDENCE OF HBT CORRELATIONSIN e+e� ANNIHILATION (II)A. Bialas, M. Kuharzyk, H. Palka and K. ZalewskiThe M. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Krakow, PolandandInstitute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Krakow, Poland(Reeived July 12, 2001)This paper ontinues the study of the onsequenes of the Bjorken�Gottfried hypothesis for the HBT parameters measured in e+e� annihila-tion. It is shown that introduing a natural ut-o� for transverse momentaof emitted partiles, one an desribe the observed ratio of transverse andlongitudinal HBT radii for pions without destroying the good desriptionof the mass dependene of the HBT parameters for heavier partiles.PACS numbers: 13.60.Le1. Reently, we have investigated [1℄ the onsequenes of the hypoth-esis [2℄ that the generalized Bjorken�Gottfried relation [3℄, onneting thespae�time position of a hadron produed in a high-energy ollision to its4-momentum. This relation is a onsequene of the fast expansion of thesystem and an explain the mass-dependene of the interation radii ob-served in e+e� annihilation at LEP 1 [4,5℄. As disussed in detail in [2℄, thismass dependene is a manifestation of the well-known observation [6℄ thata orrelation between the momentum and the emission point of a partilean drastially a�et the results of the HBT orrelation experiment. It wasshown in [1℄ that this hypothesis explains quantitatively the observed masse�et. The anisotropy of the measured pion HBT radii [4℄ was, however,only qualitatively understood1. Although this problem is only peripheral1 This was pointed out to us by U. Heinz [7℄ who alled our attention to the fat that,although the measured absolute values of the radii are rather unertain, their ratiosare muh better determined. (2901)



2902 A. Bialas et al.with respet to our main interest (i.e. explaining the mass dependene ofthe measured HBT parameters), it seems interesting to hek if our approahan aommodate this detail of �� data.In the present note we investigate this point and �nd that by introdu-ing a natural ut-o� on the transverse momenta of partiles emitted fromthe expanding spae-time �tube� (whih is the soure of partile emission inthe Bjorken�Gottfried desription of the prodution proess) allows to de-sribe orretly the ratio of longitudinal and transverse HBT radii withoutdestroying the good desription of their mass dependene.2. The generalized Bjorken�Gottfried hypothesis, as formulated in [2℄,postulates the linear relation between the 4-momentum of the produedpartile and the spae�time position at whih it is produed2:q� = �x� : (1)Relation (1) implies � = M?� ; (2)where M2? = E2 � q2k = m2 + q2?, and� =pt2 � z2 (3)is the longitudinal proper time after the ollision (t and z are time andlongitudinal position of the prodution point).Sine this piture is purely lassial, it represents only a qualitative idea,whose appliation to the desription of the atual data requires an adequatereformulation taking into aount the e�ets of the quantum nature of thesystem onsidered. In [2℄ we have proposed to use (1) and (2) as a guide-linefor onstrution of the soure funtion3 S(P;X) [9,10℄ related to the densitymatrix in momentum spae by the Fourier transform� �q = P + 12Q; q0 = P � 12Q� = Z d4XeiQXS(P;X) : (4)All the variables are four dimensional, so that both spae and time integra-tions are involved. Thus speifying the soure funtion �xes ompletely thesingle partile properties of the model.Like the standard Wigner funtion [11℄, S(P;X) gives approximately (asfar as possible without ontraditing quantum mehanis) the single-partile2 To our knowledge, the �rst appliation of relation (1) to a disussion of the quan-tum interferene between idential partiles was proposed (in a di�erent ontext) byCsorgo and Zimanyi [8℄.3 It was alled there a �generalized Wigner funtion�.



Mass Dependene of HBT Correlations in e+e� Annihilation (II) 2903distribution in momentum and in spae�time. Therefore it has an intu-itive meaning4. whih an be exploited for implementation of the relations(1), (2).Following [1℄ we thus postulate the soure funtion in the fatorized formS(P;X) = F (�)SkS? ; (5)where Sk = exp 12Æ2k �P+ � M?� X+)��P� � M?� X�)�! ; (6)and S? = exp��X2?2r2?� exp�� P 2?2�2� exp0B���~P? � M?� ~X?�22Æ2? 1CA : (7)Here X� = t� z ; P� = P0 � Pz ; (8)so that M2? = P+P� ; �2 = X+X� : (9)We have used Gaussian forms in order to simplify the evaluation of theFourier transform (4).The �rst fator in S? represents a standard ylindrially symmetri�tube� of radius r? in on�guration spae5. The seond fator introduesa natural limit on the transverse momenta of partiles emitted from thetube6. The remaining one introdues a orrelation between the momen-tum and the emission point of the partile, as required by the generalizedBjorken�Gottfried ondition (1). It represents the key point of our model,as it is this fator whih is responsible for the mass dependene of the HBTradii [1, 2, 6℄.The parameters Æk and Æ? parametrize the orrelation lengths and thefuntion F (�) gives the distribution of the proper time � at whih the par-tiles are reated.4 It should be realized that, in ontrast to the standard Wigner funtion whih relatesthe partile wave funtions at di�erent positions but at the same time, the sourefuntion relates the partile prodution amplitudes at di�erent positions and at dif-ferent times. (as is learly seen from (4)). Consequently some are is needed in orderto assess its physial interpretation.5 To simplify the argument, we ignore the rapidity and z dependene of the singlepartile spetrum. This seems a reasonable approximation in the entral rapidityregion at high energy and an be easily removed, if neessary.6 In the previous version of the model [1℄ this e�et was negleted.



2904 A. Bialas et al.Substituting the formulae of this setion into (4) one obtains the expres-sion for the single-partile density matrix in momentum spae in the form ofintegrals over the transverse position and pseudorapidity. These expressionswere expliitly written down and the integrals evaluated in [1℄. The resultsare summarized below.�(q; q0) = Z �d�F (�)�k�? ; (10)�?(~q?; ~q0?) = 2�r2e� exp � ~P 22 � 1!2 + 1�2�� ~Q2?r2e�2 !� exp��iM?�v2!2 ~P? ~Q?� ; (11)where !2 = M2?v2 + Æ2? ; v2 = r2?�2 ; r2e� = r2?Æ2?!2 (12)�k = 2 exp M2?Æ2k !K0(s) (13)with s2 = M4?Æ4k � �2Q2t � i�M?Æ2k (m2? �m02?) ; (14)where P = 12(q + q0) ; Q = q � q0 ; Q2t = Q20 �Q2k : (15)3. The single partile distribution is given by the diagonal elements ofthe density matrix. From the formulae of the previous setion we thus obtain�(q) � dndyd2q?= 2�r2?Æ2? exp m2?Æ2k !K0 m2?Æ2k ! exp�� q2?2�2� I(q2?) ; (16)where I(q2?) = Z �d�F (�)�!�2 exp�� q2?2�!2� (17)



Mass Dependene of HBT Correlations in e+e� Annihilation (II) 2905and �!2 = m2?v2 + Æ2? : (18)To obtain information on the two-partile orrelation funtion, one hasto make further assumptions. We follow the standard treatment [9, 10, 12℄,assuming that one an evaluate the two-partile orrelation funtion as ifthere were no other orrelations between partiles exept for those induedby quantum interferene. Under this ondition the normalized two-partileorrelation funtion is given byC(q1; q2) = j�(q1; q2)j2�(q1)�(q2) : (19)Eq. (10) represents the density matrix as an integral over the propertime � at whih the partiles are produed. In the present paper, following[1, 2℄, we shall aept the approximation that the prodution happens in avery narrow interval of � , so that the integration over � simply amounts tointroduing a �xed value � = �0 in the formulae of the previous setion. Inthis way the unknown funtion F (�) is replaed by one parameter, �0 whih�xes the overall sale of the problem. We take �0 = 0:9 fm (small deviationsfrom this value result in proportional hanges in the obtained theoretialvalues of the HBT radii).The other parameters are: v, �, Æ? and Æk, eah with a lear physialmeaning. As shown in [1℄, the results are rather insensitive to the value ofÆk. Therefore we have restrited our analysis to the ase whenÆ? = Æk � Æ (20)whih turns out to be su�ient to desribe the data7.The remaining three parameters were determined in two steps. First, Æand � were determined by the requirement that the transverse momentumdistribution obtained from the data sample of � 3 � 105 Z0 hadroni de-ays measured in the DELPHI experiment [13℄ should be orretly desribedby formula (16) 8. For eah value of v, this proedure allows to determinefairly well both � and Æ. In this way we are left with (pratially) onefree parameter, i.e. v. One the orret desription of the transverse mo-mentum distribution is ahieved, the two-partile orrelation funtion (10)is alulated for several values of v and the orresponding radii R? and Rk7 It should be emphasized that our purpose is not to �nd the best values of the param-eters of the model but only to show that there exist a set of their reasonable valueswhih is not inonsistent with the pion data and an at the same time explain theobserved mass-dependene of the HBT radii.8 A detailed desription of the data is given in [1℄.



2906 A. Bialas et al.determined, following exatly the proedure used in [1℄ to whih we refer thereader for a detailed desription.The �nal value of v was hosen by requiringRkR? = 1:4 (21)whih roughly orresponds to the average ratio of the measured radii:1:36 � 0:04 alulated from the published data [4℄.The alulations were also done for kaons, protons and �'s. Sine theavailable data samples for these partiles are muh smaller than those forpions, their q2? distributions are not disriminative enough to pin-point reli-ably the model parameters. Therefore the parameters were taken the sameas for pions (given in Table I). This assumption is to be veri�ed one betterdata are available but we have heked that it reprodues reasonably wellthe main harateristis of the transverse momentum distributions of kaons,protons and �'s. TABLE IThe model parametersv Æ (GeV) � (GeV)0.94 0.233 0.421The mass dependene of the alulated Rk and R? is plotted in Fig. 1where also the available LEP data [4, 5℄ is shown.One sees that the inequality Rk > R? is generally satis�ed in the model,although the di�erene between the two radii at higher masses is not aslarge as in the ase of pions. The data points in this �gure at the pion massrepresent the results for Rk and R?, whereas the points at higher massesorrespond to the orrelation radius R0 determined in 1-dimensional analy-ses (the only available data for heavy partiles). The points at kaon massrepresent measurements for both K0s and K� pairs. The measurements for� pairs ome from spin analysis (exept for the seond ALEPH point withsmall error) where there is no need for a referene sample. The orrespon-dene between R0 and the two radii Rk and R? is not obvious (at leastexperimentally), but the trend of the data is reasonably well reprodued bythe model. More aurate data on kaons would be of great help to furthereluidate this point.
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2908 A. Bialas et al.HBT orrelation radii does agree � at least approximately � withthe experimental observations, one may take it as an argument thatalso �0 does not depend on partile mass:�0 � onst: (M?) : (22)As emphasized in [1℄ this is a rather non-trivial onlusion, as it indi-ates that � within the Bjorken�Gottfried hypothesis (1) � all par-tiles are emitted at, roughly, the same proper time �0. As disussedin [1℄, this property is not shared by some other models of partileprodution [14℄.(ii) In the present paper, studying the two-partile distribution, we onsid-ered � following the approah employed in experimental analyses [4℄� the boost invariant variable Q2? and the variable Q2k evaluated inthe longitudinal enter-of-mass system. Assuming boost invarianeand azimuthal symmetry of the distributions, one �nds that a om-plete analysis would involve 4 variables. As it is onvenient to hoosethem boost invariant, one ould use for instane the two transversemomenta jp1?j and jp2?j, the relative azimuthal angle �1��2 and therelative rapidity y1 � y2. Suh an analysis is under way [16℄.(iii) Another interpretation of the experimentally observed HBT param-eters was given in [17℄. The authors take the point of view that theobserved HBT radii do indeed orrespond to the atual size of the par-tile emission region whih is thus strongly dependent on the partilemass. They argue that this dependene may be understood from theunertainty priniple. This approah is rather di�erent from ours. Inour desription the parameters haraterizing the partile emission re-gion are mass independent and the observed hange in the HBT radiiomes solely from the momentum-position orrelation as expressed inthe assumed Bjorken�Gottfried ondition (1).(iv) The Bjorken�Gottfried in�out mehanism is the simplest implementa-tion of the idea that hadrons reated in a high-energy ollision emergefrom a rapidly expanding �tube� (f. [18℄). The veloity of the longi-tudinal expansion is determined by the boost invariane of the systemand that of transverse expansion is given by the parameter v. It maythus be interesting to extend this analysis to heavy ion ollisions wherequalitatively similar mass e�ets are expeted.
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